P 935: Workshop on Legal Framework to deal with Drug Addiction and Drug
Trafficking: July 24-27, 2015
Prog Coordinator: Mr. Prasidh Raj Singh
No.of Participant: 30
No. of forms received: 30
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General Suggestion
1
Respondent

Important learnings of this Programme/ your take away:

1. It helps to understand the provisions and procedure of NDPS Act.
2. Practical situations are being elaborately discussed in respect of the
Act and Rules only.
3. How to frame charge in NDPS Cases; II. Regarding the statutory
compliance u/s 42 (2); III. Witness Protection.
4. The topics discussed during various sessions were very helpful
keeping in view the schedule of the Act (NDPS Act) which contain very
stringent provisions of punishment. Right from the state of search and
seizure to the stage of pronouncement of judgment or an order or a
sentence.
5. This programme organized by NJA has been very beneficial; This
programme will help me in my future assignments. The discussions in
the progrmame were important and will be beneficial.
6. Very informative and would help me a lot in disposal of the few
number of cases under NDPS Act pending in my court; II. I would
endeavour to dispose off cases under the NDPS Act, apart from the
cases for which my Court is designated as Special Court, due to very
informative course in which I have just participated.
7. It is very useful for trying NDPS cases; II. I learned very broad new for
NDPS cases.
8. NJA has evolved as a premier centre for judicial training and
continuing education attracting attention of judges; The premier
institution has helped to judges of different states to develop their skill,
while delivering the judgment. I have an occasion to participate in this
workshop and great pleasure for me. I hope every member of this
workshop will get much inspiration useful towards better delivery of
justice to people.
9. Better way for Evaluation of Evidence, for granting bails, for framing
charges, protection of witnesses.
10. The programme remained very knowledgeable and innovative.
11. Very important aspects of NDPS particularly drug analysis and

percentage findings.
12. Regarding procedure, dealing the bail matters, conducting the trials,
understanding the very important permissions at Law under the NDPS
Act and the impact of the said provisions of Law; In all, it is helpful to
deal with such cases.
13. In fact I was not fully conversant with all the provisions of NDPS Act
before attending this programme. I had no occasion to study other
provisions as no cases except ganja cases were filed in my court. So
also various Amendments including Amendment of 2014 was not known
to me. Now I am benefitted by this programme in this regard.
14. Regarding identification of the contraband; II. Framing of charges.
15. Learning’s of areas relating to search and seizure, confiscate,
forfeiture,, framing of charges and protecting witnesses and above all a
better understanding of the recent amendments made in NDPS Act.
16. Clarity of concept in regards to NDPS Act is got in dispensation of
cases of NDPS Act.
17. Immensely benefitted from this programme because alive of recent
amended provisions of the Act and their applicability and utility.
18. It has enlightened each and every step of the Court proceeding and
gave clarity in understanding the provisions and legal explanation and
real problems. It is very much useful to deal with the cases.
19. Very important NJA to role of judges to take Court deal with every
pending cases. It is very much useful to deal with the case and social
justice.
20.I learnt about manner of search, seizure and the manner relating to
investigation. I also learnt about the provisions relating to Bails.
21. To know the law in current manner; To find out the solution to
problem in adjudication of cases; To understand the spreading of drug in
society and their problem on society.
22. Provision of search and seizure, grant of bail, procedure aspects,
presumption under the act. determination of drug quality, proper
evaluation of evidence by courts, provision of forfeiture confiscation ,
protection of witnesses, Framing of charges, issues of remand and court
proceedings; Disposal of property (Pre-trial) etc.
23. Sharpening the concept of NDPS Act; II. Then manner of reading the
provisions of any Act, its spirit , In reason for its being there in the statute
book; III. Clarity of framing charges; IV. How to decide the bail in NDPS

Act, s. 37 of the Act.
24. I have leant lot of things form this training because I am newly
appointed as special judges to try the NDPS Act. I have known
provisions of different sections of NDPS Act and its affects in prosecution
case; I have also learnt about the framing of charge and bail. I have
leanrt Sect 37 of NDPS Act .
25. Training is eye opener and enlightened me a lot. The provisions of
law have been taught properly which shall be helpful for deciding of the
case.
26. Clarity with regard to determining the quality; II. Appreciation of
Evidence; III. Protection of witnesses – steps in that regard; IV. Ground
to be considered while granting bails.
27. I am more sensitized about the importance and quick disposal of
cases; II. Attitude during the determination of bail applications; III.
Balancing the equities of both sides in imposing sentence; IV. More
clarity about framing of charges.
28. I am two days old officer in NDPS Court; Further I am functioning on
Deputation in High Court; But the programme made to know all about
this act . This 4 days learning on NDPS Act gives me fullest confidence
and made me to feel that I am an experienced officer on this subject.
This learning session gave me fullest confidence to deal any type of
complex issue on this subject.
29. The training programme was thought provoking and it inspired to
revisit the NDPS law with an outlook to strike balance between the rights
of the person accused of such offences and health of the society and
security of Nation. It enlightened on very important on aspects of NDPS.
It opened a new vista of legal surface into the legal moods with a student
like approach to this enabling law.
30. Learnt a lot of provisions in NDPS Act and its application.
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Programme & Hospitality Feedback
Mark your satisfaction, ranging from 1(Very Poor), 2 (Poor), 3 (Fair enough), 4 (good) 5
(Excellent)/ Very Good for the following:

2 No.of Participant 30
3

No. of forms
received

30
(Respondents No.5,6,7,8,9,14,23,24,25,29,did not respond to Q. No.9.
Respond No.29 did not respond to any Qs.
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Marks

Question
a

b
c
d
e
g

Arrangements for my
reception and
transport to and from
railway station/
airport
Services at the
reception desk:
Hygiene and facilities
in the room:
Quality of food
Arrangements in
dining halls
Assistance from
travel desk for
changes in travel
reservation
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